
Choosing your paint:  

Before you choose your paint colour, it’s important 
to decide what kind of finish you would like. Matt 
emulsion is a good choice for beginners as it is easy 
to apply and is good at hiding imperfections in the 
wall or ceiling. Our Silk emulsion range has a subtle 
shine to it which is good for reflecting light and is 
more able to withstand being wiped clean than 
Matt paint. 

Before you start, ensure you have enough paint 
and that when using multiple tins of a colour, make 
sure they have the same batch number.

Disclaimer:
These colours are to be used for guidance 
purposes. It should be noted that colours printed 
with ink are not an exact match for paint colours. 
Whilst we have made every effort to match colours, 
we cannot guarantee that every batch will be 
exactly the same.

These paints have been remanufactured under 
licence from Newlife Paints Ltd.

Community RePaint and the remanufacturing 
of paint is proudly sponsored by Dulux. There 
are over 70 schemes across the UK that collect 
leftover, reusable paint, making it available 
to individuals, families and community 
organisations.

ReColour is a remanufactured paint, available at 
an affordable cost. It is created from leftover paint 
which has been treated, filtered and blended into 
an exciting new range of colours.



Silver Sonnet              

Calming Cream    

Heavenly Horizon     

Bailey Blue

Dandelion Delight          

Chilled Coffee                

Powder Puff 

Gilbert Green

Secret Sky

Brilliant White Magnolia

Sandy Soles

Moody Mocha             

Pale Pewter

Purple Prince

Buttered Bread

Gorgeous Grey

Roman Red  Lost in Lilac             

Suitable for walls and ceilings

All colours are available in Matt and 
some are also available in Silk emulsionEmulsion paint 

Pure Pumice

Parisian Praline

Cheeky Chico



Silver Sonnet              

   Brave Blue 

Gorgeous Grey

Deep Delta

Clotted Cream                 

Chalky furniture paint

Pale Pewter

Serene Scene       Bailey Blue

Blushing Bloom     

Pure Pumice

Our ReColour paint range for furniture Brilliant White

Burgundy Bliss   

   Soft Sage

Terrific Teal

Fabulous Fuscia

Autumn Aura           

Buttered Bread

Opulent Ochre Tranquil Thistle




